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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a new fruit fly optimization algorithm with the 
adaptive step for solving unconstrained optimization problems, which is able 
to avoid the slow convergence and the tendency to fall into local optimum of 
the standard fruit fly optimization algorithm. By using the information of the 
iteration number and the maximum iteration number, the proposed algorithm 
uses the floor function to ensure that the fruit fly swarms adopt the large step 
search during the olfactory search stage which improves the search speed; in 
the visual search stage, the small step is used to effectively avoid local opti-
mum. Finally, using commonly used benchmark testing functions, the pro-
posed algorithm is compared with the standard fruit fly optimization algo-
rithm with some fixed steps. The simulation experiment results show that the 
proposed algorithm can quickly approach the optimal solution in the olfac-
tory search stage and accurately search in the visual search stage, demon-
strating more effective performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Swarm intelligent optimization algorithm belongs to bionic optimization algo-
rithm, which originates from the daily survival behavior of all kinds of organ-
isms in nature, such as the ant colony algorithm [1], the genetic algorithm [2], 
the fruit fly optimization algorithm [3] and so on. These swarm intelligence op-
timization algorithms have been widely used in transportation, network com-
munication, medical security, national defense construction and other fields, 
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and have brought remarkable optimization results. 
In this paper, we are interested in the fruit fly optimization algorithm (FOA), 

which was first proposed by observing and simulating the foraging behavior of 
fruit flies in [3]. This algorithm is one of global optimization swarm intelligence 
algorithms, and has a simple structure, fewer parameters and low computational 
complexity. Recently, this algorithm has been favored by many researchers, and 
widely used in practical problems. For example, to solve the multidimensional 
knapsack problem, Wang et al. [4] proposed a new binary fruit fly optimization 
algorithm including smell-based search process, local vision-based search process 
and global vision-based search process. Based on the geometric reasoning ap-
proach and the standard FOA algorithm, Wang et al. [5] established an effective 
algorithm to reduce the computer consumption. The results showed that this 
algorithm is able to decline the expenditure and the time of casting production 
cycle. Based on a chaotic fly optimization algorithm, Fei et al. [6] presented a 
new support vector machine optimization method, in which a mutation strategy 
is used to simultaneously perform parameter setting turning for the support 
vector machine optimization method and feature selection. Wu and Liu et al. [7] 
proposed a new fruit fly optimization algorithm with four extra mechanisms for 
solving engineering optimization problems. Bezdan and Stoean et al. [8] pro-
posed a hybrid fruit fly optimization algorithm to solve the text document clus-
tering. 

With the increasingly widespread applications of the FOA algorithm, its short-
comings make it difficult to meet the needs of researchers. This has inspired re-
searchers to adopt new strategies to improve the standard FOA algorithm. For 
example, based on the standard FOA algorithm and the simulated annealing al-
gorithm, Yang et al. [9] proposed a modified FOA algorithm, and its numerical 
results are significantly superior to the standard FOA algorithm. By using the 
Gaussian mutation operator and the chaotic local search strategy, Zhang et al. 
[10] established a new FOA algorithm which effectively overcame the short-
comings of the standard FOA algorithm. The experimental results showed that 
the new strategies improved the performance of the algorithm in optimization 
calculations. In order to effectively solve the clustering parameter problems and 
the continuous function optimization problems, Han et al. [11] studied a novel 
FOA algorithm, and its main characteristics has the trend search and 
co-evolution. Li et al. [12] proposed a new strategy by adding the cat mapping in 
the standard FOA algorithm to carry out the individual distribution, and estab-
lished an improved FOA algorithm. The numerical results indicated that the 
computational performance of the proposed algorithm outperformed that of the 
other peers. Meng and Pan [13] presented an effect FOA algorithm to solve the 
classical multidimensional knapsack problem. This approach uses the parallel 
search which can balance exploitation and exploration of the fruit fly popula-
tions. In order to solve the new task scheduling, Aggarwal et al. [14] proposed a 
self-adaptive FOA algorithm, which is able to complete the workflow completion 
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in an effective way and reduce work costs. Based on the chaotic map, the adap-
tive DE/best/2mutation operator and the orthogonal learning mechanism, Chan-
dra and Niyogi [15] studied an effective FOA algorithm to solve the web service 
selection problem. To optimize the execution time and reduce the cost, Qin et al. 
[16] proposed a new hybrid collaborative multi-objective FOA algorithm based 
on the reference points-based cluster strategy. Based on the independent varia-
tional mode decomposition, Li and Xu [17] established an effective FOA algo-
rithm to deal with the laser cladding operations. Zhu et al. [18] proposed a dis-
crete knowledge-guided learning FOA algorithm to deal with the distributed 
no-wait flow shop scheduling problem with the due windows. Other relevant re-
search results can be found in references [19]-[29]. 

In order to improve the convergence rate and avoid falling into the local ex-
tremes, in this paper we propose an adaptive step size fruit fly optimization algo-
rithm (ASFOA) for solving optimization problems by using the information of 
the iterations. By adjusting the step size, the proposed algorithm can make fruit 
fly swarm adopt the big step length search in the olfactory search stage, improve 
the convergence speed, and make fruit fly swarm approach the optimal value 
quickly. In the visual search stage, small steps are used for precise search to 
avoid excessive search and falling into local extremes. 

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ana-
lyze our algorithm for solving unconstrained optimization problems and provide 
its specific steps. In Section 3, we give the experimental simulation results. We 
summarize the whole paper in Section 4. 

2. Fundamental Principles 

In the standard FOA algorithm, fruit fly individual approaches to the optimal 
value with a fixed step size, which directly affects its performance. When the 
fixed step size is set too large, the algorithm is beneficial to improve the conver-
gence speed in the early stage of the iterative process, but it is unable to provide 
the exact search for local areas in the later stage. This easily leads to the algo-
rithm falling into the local optima. When the fixed step size is too small, the al-
gorithm can perform the exact search for local areas in the later stage, but the 
algorithm cannot provide fast search speed in the early stage, which results in 
the slow convergence speed. Thus, the step size selection mechanism has a sig-
nificant impact on the computational performance and convergence of the stan-
dard FOA algorithm. 

In this paper, we propose a step size selection mechanism, in which the step 
size gradually decreases as the number of iterations increases. This can ensure 
that the algorithm uses large step sizes to quickly approach the optimal solution 
of the problem in the early stage and uses small step size for the precise search in 
the later stage, which improves the computational performance and convergence 
of the algorithm. Based on standard FOA algorithm, we give the specific process 
of the adaptive step size fruit fly optimization algorithm for solving optimization 
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problems. 
Algorithm 2.1 (ASFOA algorithm): 
Step 0. Give some parameters, including the population size (sizepop), the 

maximum number of iterations (maxgen), the problem dimension (dim), the in-
itial position range (LR). 

Step 1. Randomly initialize the fruit fly population locations, i.e., 

( ) ( ), .axis axisx rand LR y rand LR= =                 (1) 

Step 2. Calculate the random direction and distance of fruit fly individual, i.e. 

( )1, ,i axis ix x rand dimα= + ∗                    (2) 

( )1, ,i axis iy y rand dimα= + ∗                    (3) 

where ( ),rand ⋅ ⋅  is a randomly generated function in Matlab software,  
( )i floor maxgen iα =  is the step size in this iteration, which is adjusted ac-

cording to the number of iterations. 
Step 3. Compute 

1 ,i is d=                            (4) 

where 2 2
i i id x y= +  is the distance between the i-th fruit fly and the origin 

point, is  is the judgment value of smell concentration of the i-th fruit fly. 
Step 4. Substitute the judgment value of the smell concentration into the 

judgment function, namely, 

( ) ,i ismell f s=                         (5) 

where : nf R R→  is the objective function, ismell  is the judgment function 
value of the smell concentration of the i-th fruit fly. 

Step 5. In the fruit fly swarm, identify the best smell concentration value 
(Bestsmell) and its index (Bestindex), i.e., 

[ ] ( ), .Bestsmell Bestindex min smell=                 (6) 

Step 6. Record the best smell concentration value and the corresponding 
coordinates x and y. Other fruit flies use their vision to fly towards the optimal 
individual, i.e., 

,smellBest Bestsmell=                      (7) 

( ) ,axisx x Bestindex=                       (8) 

( ).axisy y Bestindex=                       (9) 

Step 7. Start the optimization iteration: repeat Steps 2-6. Assessment whether 
the current best concentration value is better than the historical best concentra-
tion value, otherwise go to Step 6. 

Remark 2.1 The step size ( )i floor maxgen iα =  decreases gradually as the 
number of iterations increases. This not only meets the large step size needed in 
the early stage of iterative process, but also meets the small step size needed in 
the later stage of iterative process. This implies that the ASFOA algorithm can 
converge quickly in the early stage, and avoid falling into local optimal in the 
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late stage. 

3. Simulation Experiment Analysis 

In this paper, we carry out some simulation experiments to assess the ASFOA 
algorithm on some commonly benchmark functions, and compare the ASFOA 
algorithm with the standard FOA algorithm. The adopted benchmark functions 
are listed in Table 1. Among these functions, the first two are unimodal func-
tions, and the others are multimodal functions. In the simulation experiment, 

200maxgen = , 30sizepop = , 30dim = . The step sizes of the standard FOA 
algorithm are respectively taken 2t =  and 10t = . The codes of these algo-
rithms are written using MATLAB 7.0 and run on an HP computer with Intel 
(R) Core (TM) i7-9700 CPU 3.00 GHZ and 8.00 G memory. 

In order to make the simulation experiments fairly, we did ten independent 
experiments on each benchmark function, and took the average values of the 
maximum value (Max), minimum value (Min), optimized mean value (Mean) 
and standard deviation (Std) as the evaluation indexes. The detailed results are 
listed in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the ASFOA algorithm is superior to the 
standard FOA algorithm for the evaluation indicators except for the Exponential 
function, but the ASFOA algorithm still outperforms the standard FOA algo-
rithm in "Std" for the Exponential function. This indicates that the ASFOA algo-
rithm has been significantly improved in the optimization accuracy. To more 
intuitively compare and analyze the characteristics of these algorithms, the  

 
Table 1. The benchmark functions. 
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Table 2. Experimental Results via ASFOA algorithm and the standard FOA algorithm. 

Function Index ASFOA FOA (t = 2) FOA (t = 10) 

Sun square 

Max 1.8293 × 10−2 7.76096 × 100 7.1593 × 100 

Min 1.0843 × 10−4 4.3639 × 10−3 4.6354 × 10−3 

Mean 6.8036 × 10−4 4.2866 × 10−1 5.6675 × 10−1 

Std 1.5249 × 10−3 1.39497 × 100 1.6209 × 100 

Exponential 

Max −9.9933 × 10−1 −1.2821 × 10−6 −1.4046 × 10−4 

Min −0.999996 × 100 −0.999857 × 100 −0.999859 × 100 

Mean −0.999977 × 100 −0.979512 × 100 −0.981477 × 100 

Std 5.4409 × 10−5 1.0651 × 10−1 9.8403 × 10−2 

Rastrigin 

Max 2.4897 × 10−1 2.5169 × 102 2.7659 × 102 

Min 1.4461 × 10−3 6.0669 × 10−2 5.7357 × 10−2 

Mean 9.2273 × 10−3 1.5238 × 101 9.6328 × 100 

Std 2.0775 × 10−2 5.3005 × 101 4.1056 × 101 

Schaffer 

Max 1.0927 × 10−4 2.8649 × 10−4 3.1584 × 10−4 

Min 4.3403 × 10−7 1.9276 × 10−5 2.1825 × 10−5 

Mean 2.9598 × 10−6 1.1661 × 10−4 1.4035 × 10−4 

Std 8.4162 × 10−6 9.1920 × 10−5 9.6836 × 10−5 

Griewank 

Max 7.4937 × 10−6 1.1440 × 10−5 8.0648 × 10−6 

Min 2.4356 × 10−6 7.2824 × 10−6 7.6413 × 10−6 

Mean 3.0017 × 10−6 8.8248 × 10−6 7.7119 × 10−6 

Std 9.2179 × 10−7 1.1098 × 10−6 1.0108 × 10−6 

Ackley 

Max 3.0351 × 10−2 2.5310 × 100 2.7047 × 100 

Min 1.9731 × 10−3 1.2799 × 10−2 1.3059 × 10−2 

Mean 4.199 × 10−3 1.2475 × 10−1 1.6219 × 10−1 

Std 2.9875 × 10−3 3.8016 × 10−1 4.7796 × 10−1 

 
fitness curves of the benchmark functions are shown in Figure 1. It is not diffi-
cult to find that the ASFOA algorithm can rapidly decline in the early stage of 
the iterative process and converge in the later stage. To sum up, the ASFOA al-
gorithm has been significantly improved in the optimization efficiency.  

4. Conclusion  

Based on the limitations and shortcomings of the standard FOA algorithm, in 
this paper we use the adaptive step size to establish the ASFOA algorithm, which 
uses different step sizes in different search stages. The experiment results show 
that the ASFOA algorithm not only breaks through the limitations and short-
comings of the standard FOA algorithm, but also has some improvements in the  
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Figure 1. Evolution curves of fitness of these benchmark functions via ASFOA algorithm and FOA algorithm. 
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convergence speed and optimization accuracy compared to the standard FOA 
algorithm. 
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